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Just looking at the board, with its big glaring zero’s, made me want to walk right out the door and go 

straight home and back to bed. It had been two months since I’d written any real sales. And of the pathetic few 

that I had managed to squeeze out of my unsuspecting clients, all but one had already canceled. 

“I just can’t take it,” Margaret said. She picked nimbly at her homemade breakfast of fruit and boiled 

egg whites. “I mean it’s just awful, it really sucks.” She shook her head in disgust, eyeing her name on the 

board. Next to hers, like mine, was a consistent row of bright red O’s. My name mocked me in bright red ink 

directly below Margaret’s: CLEMENTINE. Until you made a sale for the week, your name remained in red. 

Flanked by fellow agent’s names in black, both of us felt the sting of humiliation. Not one number on the board 

for a single sale from Margaret or me. “I may as well just quit now. I mean really,” she said, shaking her head 

and popping a floppy white piece of the diet of the week into her mouth. “What’s wrong with me? I really think 

it’s time I just go service my own clients and stop this bullshit.” 

I nodded my head in agreement, knowing all too well that this “poor me” crap would turn on a dime and 

Margaret would be out the door in another sixty minutes, fresh leads in hand, ready to conquer the ungodly 

Florida heat and the world as she had done successfully for the past twelve years. I, on the other hand, seriously 

considered her threats as a cue to throw in the towel myself. 

I mean if Margaret, a veteran insurance agent, and successful sales woman with 50 years plus 

experience, couldn’t get a sale, I was fighting an uphill battle. 

“Obviously, everybody in this office thinks this is a part time job! Why the hell else would our office be 

at the bottom of the board?” Karl ranted, pacing back and forth in the front of the office as quickly as his obese 

body would allow. “I mean really, this is not a game you guys!” He ran his hands over his sweaty bald head, 

eyes on the ground as his flabby jowls bounced up and down with every step. “I don’t know what you want? Do 

you want to fail? Do you want to be broke? Do you want to give me a friggin heart attack?” 

Been there, done that, I thought smugly. Just three months before, our boss Karl had been hospitalized 

for chest pains. His blood pressure was so high that his doctors ordered him on bed rest for a full week, just to 

get it under control so they could put a stent in. No wonder. Karl was a ticking time bomb. He had come to our 

office about six months before. Recently promoted and overwhelmingly under-qualified to manage a failing 

office, Karl had seen the opportunity as a great way to pimp out his salespeople, steal their commissions, and 

pocket some hefty bonuses.  

Margaret and I were the veteran agents, Margaret’s twelve years experience and my twelve months were 

still about a decade more than Karl had in this industry. He had come to the insurance field after the auto 

industry started to decline in 2008. Karl oozed used car salesman. If the short sleeved dress shirt and tacky tie 

didn’t give him away, his phony smile and way too accommodating attitude did. Everything about him made 

me want to run and hide for fear he might bring me into “the manager’s” office to close the deal.  
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I glanced over at Margaret who was seemingly unaware of Karl’s tirade. “He’s gonna blow again,” I 

whispered, cocking my head in Karl’s direction. “What?” she whispered. At 72, Margaret could sell circles 

around the rest of our office, but she could be a little slow on the uptake sometimes. “He’s gonna show us what 

again?” 

I rolled my eyes. I mouthed the words: He’s gonna blow! And I held my breath until my face turned beet 

red. I tilted my head toward Karl again. “Oh” this time she got it. This morning’s power breakfast must have 

kicked in. “That’s not funny, you’re awful.” Margaret scolded me with her eyes and went back to her fruit. 

Our desks were next to each other and had been since I got promoted to assistant manager, a mere two 

months after I started with Generation Estate Services. Even though Margaret was old enough to be my mother, 

we had hit it off almost instantly. When I got hired by my previous manager, Margaret had seen my work ethic, 

or my desperation, I’m still not sure which, and saw something in me that reminded me of her. At the time, I 

was flattered. She began mentoring me and really took me under her wing. I was new in the insurance industry 

and certainly needed all the help I could get. And Margaret was the best. After twelve years with our company, 

Margaret had consistently been agent of the month, had over five hundred clients in her book of business, and 

was awarded agent of the year two years in a row. And with over seven hundred agents in our corporation, that 

was no small feat. Not to mention, she had made a butt load of money and her weekly paychecks were larger 

than my credit limit was before my divorce. 

My eyes floated back up to the front of the office, over the heads of the other agents. Karl’s face was 

getting redder by the second. I was seriously concerned that we might need to tether him to something because 

if he didn’t calm down he could easily end up in the Macy’s Thanksgiving Day parade next month. You could 

tell when the rant was almost over. One clear sign was when Karl would pull angrily at the knot on his tie and 

reach under his five chins to unbutton the top button of his Sears dress shirt. Yeah baby, you knew things were 

about to come to a head. And the other sign was the water works. That’s right. When Karl got really worked up, 

sweat would pour down his head and face and as he shook his head back and forth, you guessed it, sprinkler 

action. That, combined with the spit that would come flying out of the corners of his mouth, over his red curly 

beard, was enough to make anyone duck and cover. Luckily, my desk was in the back. The choice seats were 

definitely in the front row. Those were reserved for the new agents. And because Medicare season was just 

around the corner, those seats were filled with newbies expecting to make a fast buck in the six weeks allotted 

for Medicare open season. 

Currently we had twelve licensed agents in our midst, not counting the car salesman. Amanda sat in 

front of Margaret. And because she almost always wore a top that displayed her ample tanned cleavage like a 

perfectly browned butterball turkey, the desks surrounding her were usually filled with men whose odds of 

lasting more than three months in our office were about as good as getting a taste of the breast meat. 
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Jan sat in front of me. She was in her mid sixties, well dressed and professional, Jan came to us after 

experiencing severe burn-out from her thirty year career in nursing. Although she brought no insurance 

knowledge to our team, her genuine concern for the aging ill was a double edged sword for her. On one hand, 

Jan had seen the dignity stripped from countless people as they went from successful, independent, proud 

adults, to crooked, babbling, diaper wearing patients. Her own mother had been subjected to the humiliation and 

degradation of having to spend her entire life’s savings on her private duty nurse, just to end up a drooling 

vegetable in a state run hospital. Jan, unable to care for her mother herself because she was the sole supporter of 

her own two children, watched helplessly as her strong, vibrant mother withered away to a shell of a woman 

under the strained resources of her state’s Medicaid program. 

Because this issue was near to her heart, bless her soul, Jan had blinders on when it came time to truly 

helping her clients. No matter what the client wanted, Jan would repeatedly insist that they needed to purchase 

long-term care insurance. And although most of us in the office agreed with her, the only way to close the deal 

was to give the client what he or she really wanted, not what we insisted they needed. Aside from repeatedly 

banging her head up against a brick wall, Jan’s intentions were good. And because she had a penchant for 

designer handbags and three hundred dollar sunglasses, she was not afraid to work hard for what she wanted. 

Lou sat directly in front of Jan. He was a seasoned agent and had years of experience helping people 

with their Medicare insurance. He also had years of personal experience with using Medicare insurance because 

if I tried to guess his age, I would say he had been a Medicare beneficiary himself for at least thirty years. He 

was a nice, well dressed Jewish man, who talked like he was telling his great-grandchild a treasured family 

story over bagels and lochs. Every time he had a question or comment during our morning meetings, which was 

constantly, we all sat back and waited for his slow meandering point to be made. The only thing that kept it 

interesting was watching Jan repeatedly rescue her coffee mug from Lou’s flailing arms. I swear he had more 

Italian in him than Jewish, because every time he opened his mouth his arms would start swinging like the 

blades of a black hawk helicopter in hot pursuit. 

Phil Jenkins, the instigator, would entice Lou with rebuttals or questions, just to keep the show going. 

Always the class clown, Phil would show up late everyday with a smile and an excuse. He lived the furthest 

from the office and lamented constantly about how his wife’s long hours in her P&C company caused him to 

have to play Mr. Mom every morning. If he wanted sympathy from this crowd, he’d have to do better than that. 

Phil was a nice guy in his mid-thirties, but he was all sizzle and no steak. He had been with our company for 

about ten months and was fun to have around for sure. But to date, he had produced no sales on his own, and 

had only a handful of small deals that had been spoon fed to him by our previous manager Marty. They had 

been two peas in a pod alright. Marty had liked Phil from the get go and they both shared the same sick sense of 

humor regarding our clients and other agents. To your face they were nice enough, sure. But get them talking 

after a few drinks, or overhear them chatting together, it was like being in a high school boys’ locker room. 
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Phil had been in real estate for ten years prior and was not ashamed of the fact that he had held the 

record as the worst real estate agent for the entire ten years. He dressed professionally enough, drove a nice car, 

and his picture looked great on his business card. But selling? The only thing we’d seen him close successfully 

was the office door. 

Bobby Tizzucci sat right in front of Phil. He had arrived at GES just in time to ride the Medicare wave. 

Bobby-O, as he liked to be called, was a professionally dressed middle aged man with salt and pepper hair. He 

wore Italian suits, drove a $60,000 Mercedes, and carried a wad of hundreds in his front pocket. He was single, 

no children, and had come here after a long career in yacht sales. He walked with a limp, used a cane and never 

took off his sunglasses. He hadn’t sold a thing in his two months here, and popped pills like they were breath 

mints. Bobby kept a set of brass knuckles, a gun and a machete in his car, and was often overheard on his cell 

phone making physical threats to people. The general consensus was that this job was just a front and it would 

be best to stay on Bobby’s good side. Having trained with him a few times, I thought he was a rather nice guy 

with a weird sense of humor and a very questionable, but lucrative, side job.  

Since I had successfully avoided training the men in heat who flanked Amanda’s desk, Lori was the only 

other new agent in our office that I had any personal experience with. As a manager, I was required to train new 

agents at least twice a week in order to be eligible for my bonus, whatever that meant. To date, I had never seen 

a bonus check, and wasn’t even fully aware of what I had to do to get one. I assumed selling was one of the 

requirements. But since Karl had arrived, I had made it my mission to find out just how to move up in this 

company. Because I was sure if a clown like Karl could excel to General Manager, it shouldn’t be that difficult 

for someone with half a brain like me. 

Lori was new to insurance and to Florida. Recently transplanted here from Rhode Island, she had 

brought with her a loving husband, two Rottweilers, a host of medical issues and an out of state law degree. She 

was very intelligent, but having been forced into law school by her father, had decided after moving here, that 

she never really enjoyed law and wanted to try her hand at something else. Besides, she didn’t have the eight 

grand it would cost to sit for the Florida Bar exam. So until then, she figured she’d give this insurance thing a 

go. She also had just purchased a new house and leased a new Infiniti, both bad ideas for someone with no cash 

flow and straight commission job that racked up serious miles on your vehicle. 
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CHAPTER 

 

“Why are you looking at me?” Jan whined, her newly capped teeth showing vibrantly beneath her 

tattooed lip liner. She let out a big sigh, looking to Phil for support. “I mean I’m trying. I work hard everyday. I 

get in front of a lot of people. I can get the information.” And she was right about that. If anybody could bond 

with a client on the first interview, it was Jan. She could run leads all day and not sell a single thing. But I’d be 

damned, that woman would have a legal pad full of personal information on nearly everyone she met. She 

would have detailed notes outlining everything from their health insurance and stock portfolio, right down to 

their grandchildren’s best friends’ names. 

“But I just can’t sell, I’m not good enough.”  

I rolled my eyes. I used to train Jan, but recently she had requested not to train with me. At first, I was 

offended. What had I done, I thought. Had I said something to upset her? When Karl called me in his office to 

tell me that she had requested not to be on my schedule anymore, I was truly perplexed. “What do you mean?” I 

asked, trying not to show my disappointment. I mean, I had enjoyed working with Jan. And she was so good at 

fact finding that all I had to do was the close.  

“Did she say why?”  

Karl sat back in his overburdened leather chair. Although I had a huge distaste for him, to put it mildly, 

and did not hide it well at all, he seemed to genuinely like me and always treated me respectfully.  

“Well, she just feels like you’re a little too aggressive.” 

“Too aggressive?!” Now I was confused. “Isn’t that what we’re supposed to be? I mean, isn’t the point 

to get the sale? I haven’t run across a client yet that begged me to sell them something, have you? I mean we 

have to lead them, right?” I thought back to all the times I had trained her in the past. I couldn’t think of any one 

particular instance that I had bullied anyone into a sale. 

“Not too aggressive with the clients, but she’s not comfortable with that either.”  

I wasn’t following. “Too aggressive how then?” 

“Too aggressive, well, pushy actually, with her.” Karl kind of squinted as he said it, looking down at his 

desk and as he played meaninglessly with the stack of papers in front of him. 

“You mean too critical?” I knew exactly where this was going.  

“Yeah, kind of.” Karl tried to get past this rather awkward moment. “But no worries, the good news is, 

you have more time to train Lori and the others.” 

You’re damn right I was critical. But I had thought I was at least constructive about it. I mean, no other 

agents had ever commented that I intimidated them or made them uncomfortable. And the point of training 

them was to critique them, pointing out areas of strength and weakness. And I had always truly enjoyed the 

days I spent with Jan, talking about our personal lives, joking around about clients we had just seen, whatever. 
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Back in the meeting, Jan’s whining seemed to fuel Karl’s fire further. “You can close, Jan! You just 

need to try harder, and stop being so damn nice! You’re such a friggin pushover! Stop being their damn friends 

and sell them something!” 

Yeah, and I was too critical. It was at about this time that Lori decided to show up. Lori and Karl had a 

mutual hatred for each other. Lori, being the consummate professional, and Karl, well, being Karl, had butted 

heads since the first day Lori started with us. I originally thought it was because they were polar opposites. But 

after riding with Lori a few times, I realized her disgust stemmed from the fact that pretty much everything Karl 

had told her during her initial two interviews had been as far from reality as Lori was from Rhode Island. 

Lori made her way to her desk in the front of the office, passing Karl without so much as a flicker of 

acknowledgement. Karl stopped his rant, letting Lori pass. As much as he had rocks for brains, even Karl knew 

better than to engage a pissed off, lied to, mentally strained Italian attorney from John Gotti’s home town first 

thing in the morning. 

I glanced at the clock, seeing how much longer we had to endure this prepubescent torture. I had also bet 

Phil five dollars that Karl couldn’t make it through the meeting without spraying the front desk. I had placed a 

clean sheet of paper on the empty desk in front of Karl to catch the evidence. If Karl kept going at this rate, I 

could go double or nothing and still have fifteen minutes to win. Oddly, Phil was conspicuously quiet this 

morning. 

Karl shook his head in silence, the flush in his cheeks slowly dissipating. “I don’t know guys,” he said 

quietly, fine crystals of saliva forming at the corner of his mouth. Do it, I thought, just a little more and Phil’s 

buying my lunch today. My eyes honed in on the paper in front of Karl. 

“I can’t understand it. It’s a simple formula.” Karl turned around to the whiteboard behind him. NO! I 

thought. I could have sworn I saw one drop of spit jump from the corner of his mouth and just barely miss the 

desk on its way to the floor. Damn, I thought, looks like I’m eating the leftovers in my cooler again. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

7/4/3/1 Karl wrote on the board. We had all seen it many times before. “What’s that?” Amanda asked as 

she took notes. I still hadn’t figured her out. I mean she came across as very ditsy and flighty, and talked with 

the vocabulary of a fourth grader. But the few times I had ridden with her, she had quoted Ben Bernanke, Jim 

Kramer, and had a copy of Eckhart Toile’s The Power of Now and a well read copy of Think and Grow Rich in 

her car. She looked up at the board, down at her paper, up at the board again, and cocked her head slightly to the 

right, her long blond curly hair bouncing teasingly in front of the salivating men around her. “Oh, I know,” she 

giggled, “never mind.”  

The formula was the secret to success of Generation Estate Services, aka GES. The insurance brokerage 

had been built on the premise that in order to be a successful agent, one had to go to seven homes, encounter at 

least four people home, do three full presentations to close one sale per day. 

GES had been started thirty-five years earlier by two brothers who, not long after Medicare had been 

implemented, realized the potential of the relatively untapped senior insurance market. By directing their 

services exclusively to the sixty-five and older population, the brothers had carved out a very successful niche 

for themselves that had grown not only to include Medicare health insurance, but also life insurance, long-term 

care insurance and fixed annuities. All of these were needed by seniors and were marketed as solutions to 

seniors’ problems. Our job as agents, was to get in front of the seniors and make them aware of their potential 

problem areas, and then provide them with a solution, and voila, a sale. 

I had come to GES just one year before, hot off the heels of a phone sales job. I had been introduced to 

the Medicare market in my previous job, but was not making the kind of money that I needed to be able to 

support myself and my nine year old son. When I had decided to leave his father, my husband of twelve years, 

for the last time, I realized that I would also be leaving the luxury of being a stay at home mother. My ex-

husband, or as my therapist recommends I call him, for my son Dylan’s sake, my previous husband, was a 

successful painting contractor and had owned his own company for the better part of our marriage. Although we 

were originally from a sleepy shoreline town in Connecticut, six years before, the building boom and my dislike 

for temperatures below sixty-five degrees had lured us to South Florida, near where my very good childhood 

friend Sheree had lived for many years. 

Shortly after I left Tyler, the housing market began to crash and new construction came to an abrupt halt 

in Florida. The commercial contracts my PH had in place with builders all but dried up. His business was hit 

hard, and over the course of the year between my leaving him and the divorce becoming final, his income had 

been reduced by half. In addition, the house that I left him in had dropped in value by more than forty percent. 

And Tyler had managed to gamble away what little money we had left. So when all was said and done, I left my 
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marriage of twelve years with the state minimum in child support, over twenty-five thousand dollars in credit 

card debt, my four year old Jeep Cherokee, and my nine year old son Dylan. Oh, and Popper, my dog. 

GES was the right fit at the right time. The divorce was hard on Dylan and me. And although I felt I was 

finally pulling my way back up the steep hill of emotional recovery, my financial recovery was still in desperate 

need of an intervention. The job I held before GES had allowed me some flexibility in my hours. But any time I 

took off was unpaid. During the first year after I left Tyler, Dylan, who before the divorce, required quite a bit 

of hands on attention, had become a second full-time job.  

Dylan had been diagnosed with ADHD when he was five. After just a week in kindergarten, my sweet 

angelic boy, who Tyler and I had fondly nicknamed Dylan the Destroyer, had been relegated to the “special 

table.” If preschool had been a challenge, kindergarten was a five-k run with a broken foot. 

Over the next four years I had gotten to know most of the elementary school teachers personally. My 

calendar was filled with monthly meetings with school administration and counselors. Weekly phone calls from 

frustrated staff were the norm, and eventually I got very chummy with the principal. I would usually see her 

every few days around 1:00 pm when I would have to come pick Dylan up because of his disruptive behavior. 

So he had repeatedly poked holes in his textbook pages with his pencil until it looked like a giant block of Swiss 

cheese, what’s the problem with that? At least he wasn’t poking holes in another child. That wasn’t until second 

grade. 

Dylan’s behavior escalated after his father and I separated. Although he became quiet and reserved at 

home, refusing to discuss how he felt about his entire world being turned inside out, he played out his 

frustrations at school. I began getting calls from frantic teachers begging me to take him out of their classrooms. 

Dylan had pulled stunts like bouncing up and down repeatedly next to his desk and refusing to sit when told to. 

He took one little boy’s lunchbox and ate the lunch inside and then proceeded to shred the entire lunchbox with 

a pair of safety scissors. The next day he took a black permanent marker and wrote I HATE SCHOOL all over 

his desk. That was the one that did it. I have to give his teacher credit though. Although she was seething and 

could barely control her anger, she did comment on his excellent penmanship and was impressed with his 

spelling. My little boy genius.  

That was and still is Dylan’s curse. When he was diagnosed with ADHD the counselor also ordered an 

IQ test for him unbeknownst to me. The results were astonishing. I clearly remember the day his kindergarten 

teacher told me. I was volunteering in his classroom every Thursday morning and had just arrived and began to 

set up the science boxes for Mrs. Kaiser. A veteran teacher with over twenty-five years experience, Mrs. K 

didn’t put up with anything from anyone. She was however, very tolerant and seemed to have a soft spot for 

kids at the special table. Dylan had won her over almost immediately. 

“Mrs. Overton,” she approached me with her big round eyes and thick mascara. Her bright pink lipstick 

was stretched wide as she tried to hide her smile. 
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“Good morning Mrs. K,” I responded, smiling and heading to my designated area in the corner. 

She continued to follow me with a glint in her eye, her big curly head of hair bouncing around her face 

like a helmet. With only one cup of coffee in me at seven thirty in the morning, she kind of reminded me of the 

Joker from Batman.  

“So,” she said, slithering up next to me, eyes mischievously darting back and forth from me to the 

students and Chrissy, her high school aide. 

“I hear we have a little genius in our midst.” 

I set my coffee down and slid my purse down my arm, resting it on the table. “Yeah, that’s great.” Man, 

my arm felt lighter, that purse must have weighed ten pounds. 

“I knew it, I knew he was special from the first day. Mr. Carlson said he’s never seen anything like it!” 

She continued on in a frenzied whisper. “In all his years of teaching he’s never had a child test that high!” 

I was still marveling at how a simple Dooney and Bourke, a purse that was smaller than my shoe but 

cost more than my car, could possibly hold enough stuff to amass that much weight. Maybe Dylan filled it with 

rocks, I thought. It wouldn’t be the first time. 

“Mrs. Overton, you don’t seem surprised at all!” Mrs. K was getting slightly irritated now. A steady 

murmur of chatter had slowly risen in volume from the classroom, but Mrs. K had all of her attention focused 

on me. 

I took my hands out of my purse. No rocks, just a cell phone, make-up, a wallet and scraps of paper. I 

looked up at Mrs. K’s beckoning face.  

“I’m sorry, Mrs. K,” I smiled apologetically. “What did Dylan do this time?” 

Mrs. K took a step back. “You don’t know, no one told you?” 

I was really worried now. It was only the second month of his elementary school experience. My mind 

began racing for solutions if he got kicked out already. Did they have remedial kindergarten programs? Would 

we have to send him to military school at the tender age of five? 

“His IQ test,” she waited for my full attention. “Dylan scored off the charts. He scored above the genius 

level.” Mrs. K stood silent, waiting for me to grasp what she just said. 

“Dylan?” was all I could manage. My Dylan? The same boy that had painted my walls with milk when 

he was two? The child that had popped the heads off of all of my tulips the day they bloomed, and then ate 

them? The same child that almost went to the pre-school penitentiary for repeatedly biting other children? 

Mrs. K continued rambling on in a hushed whisper as these thoughts were spinning in my head. I slowly 

turned and glanced over at Dylan. He was sitting at the special table with his friend Antoine. And he was 

ripping his morning worksheet into tiny pieces. And eating them. 

I grew up one with one sister, and a brother who had ADHD. And he was a genius. When I first got the 

news of Dylan’s exceptionality, I was scared to death. You would think the normal reaction would be elation. 
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Just knowing that you had a child who was a genius should cause you to shout from the rooftops “Look, I made 

a smart baby!” But not me, no sir. My mind immediately raced with thoughts of Russell Crowe in the movie A 

Beautiful Mind, a mathematical genius whose brilliance was repaid with schizophrenia. I pictured Einstein with 

his wild uncombed hair and crazy eyes. Sure he was a genius and changed the face of our world with his many 

inventions, but really, I doubt he had the social graces required to have a close circle of friends. But mostly, my 

mind was filled with pictures of my brother. He had barely graduated high school and went on to drop out of 

community college because the professor confessed my brother knew more than he did about computer science. 

To this day, my brilliant brother is a loner, almost a recluse, and still fights to find his place in the world. 

After the initial shock of Dylan’s diagnosis, I resolved to deal with any issue as it came about. The first 

few years were pretty much a trial and error of whatever worked. Dylan refused to do his homework most days. 

“But Mom,” he would complain. “Why do I have to do twenty of these problems when I already know how to 

do it?” The idea of repetition was ludicrous to him. In his mind, like in the mind of many bright kids, if they 

already get the concept, why should they have to do repetitive work? Where’s the challenge in that?  

So the years went by with a routine of homework fights, phone calls from the school, and rewards and 

punishment. But after the divorce, Dylan’s behavior demanded a lot more of my attention. My phone sales job 

at Freedom Medical allowed me some flexibility. And initially, my boss was very supportive. She understood 

what I was going through being a single divorced mother herself. But after a while her patience grew thin. Even 

the waterworks show I put on for her stopped working. And besides, I was an hourly employee and every 

minute missed from work was without pay. 

I began searching the want ads and found an ad for a recruitment seminar for GES. The only thing I had 

sold in my life was girl scout cookies, but I had once taken an aptitude/personality test for one of my previous 

employers and scored very high in the sales portion. Besides, the ad promised unlimited earnings potential, free 

trips, cash bonuses, and most importantly, freedom and flexibility. Just what I needed. 

When I first met Marty, my first manager, he reeked of snake oil and Florida swampland. But I was 

blinded from that by the fact that he said no experience required and start immediately. The only thing I had to 

do was get my life insurance license. No problem, I thought. I said good-bye to my Dooney and Bourke’s, 

kissed my Coach’s adios, plunked down the four hundred dollars for the exam and got my license. Hard part 

done, I thought.  

Boy was I wrong. Shortly after officially starting with GES, I realized that most of what Marty had told 

me was crap. How does that saying go? If it smells like crap and looks like crap, it probably is. Apparently, 

Marty had some damn good air freshener in his office because it sure smelled like roses on the initial interview. 

After my very first day in the office I realized that this job was actually a job. With my newly laminated 

insurance license in hand, I was too excited to notice the looks of disappointment from the other agents. But 

after only a few moments, the scales fell from my eyes and I saw the people around me for what they really 
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were, insurance salesmen. Gone were my fantasies of meeting with clients in my Christian Dior suits in their 

posh million dollar golf course homes. Gone were my visions of sipping Margueritas poolside at some fancy 

resort in Puerto Rico. Gone were the images of me picking Dylan up early from his exclusive private school just 

to dash away to our vacation home in the North Carolina Mountains. 

Instead, what I saw was the train of reality rushing towards me. I sat in the meeting in utter silence. I had 

already been introduced to most of the agents, and had made some small talk with some of them on my previous 

visits to fill out paperwork. But today was the real deal. And if you want to know how long it takes to deflate a 

dream, it’s about two hours and forty four minutes, because from 8:01 until 10:45, I was introduced to the real 

world of insurance sales. The balloons floating above my head filled with lavish visions were popped and 

replaced by disturbingly real pictures of me sweating through my polyester pantsuit trying to sell a life 

insurance policy to a woman in a trailer with three teeth.  

After just a few brief minutes of listening to the other agents talk about their previous day’s experiences, 

I became aware that none of our clients live in trailers. Ninety-five percent of them do, however, live in 

manufactured homes. Apparently that is the politically correct term in God’s waiting room. 

I listened soberly as the agents, most of whom were here because they couldn’t get a job anywhere else, 

complained and whined about the leads. The same leads that Marty had guaranteed me were pre-qualified and 

free, it seems were rehashed leads that cost five dollars a piece. In addition, most of them had been visited 

numerous times before by previous agents from our office. And if you were lucky enough to not get chased off 

the property by an irate prospect, you would find yourself conducting a very effective sales pitch to a senior 

who had dementia, Alzheimer’s, or was just lonely and wanted company. 

I also learned very quickly, that if I managed to stay employed by GES for more than four months, I 

would be the second longest tenured agent in the office, aside from Margaret. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

“Why does he always pick on me?” whined Margaret as soon as the morning meeting ended. On the 

outside, Margaret Pataloni had the self-confidence and tenacity of a pit bull in a cock fight. But on the inside, 

she was riddled with self-doubt and feelings of inadequacy. Competition was her middle name, and Margaret 

never felt quite good enough unless she was the top agent. And even then, she would put herself down and 

belittle her accomplishments. 

I rolled my eyes and began sorting through the leads on my desk. “You know he’s not picking on you 

Margaret,” I continued organizing as I gave her an I don’t want to hear that again look. “He does this everyday, 

and he never once singles you out.” 

Margaret looked up at the board, her sales numbers from last month ranking her number two on the 

board, again. She hunched her shoulders, her manicured hands holding a stack of paper upright in front of her. 

And she sighed, her long exasperated sigh. The sigh of a little Jewish girl from Brooklyn, raised in Wilmington, 

North Carolina. The sigh of the youngest daughter of a grocer who believed children should start working at the 

tender age of five.  

Margaret had known nothing but work her entire life. She had endured two bad marriages, the first of 

which left her a single mother of two boys, one mentally challenged. Because her father had thrown her out of 

the house at the age of eighteen and disowned her because she wanted to enroll in the Air Force, Margaret spent 

many years after her husband left her scraping together a meager living. She refused to ask her father for help 

and lived hand to mouth until she found her niche in sales. After just three years, Margaret became the first 

$100,000 saleswoman for Mary Kay Cosmetics in the Wilmington region. She met her second husband, Danny 

Pataloni, at a sales convention a few years later and he fell in love with her and her boys immediately. But over 

the years, her work ethic and determination to be number one drove a wedge between her and her family. 

Regardless of how successful she actually was, Margaret felt the need to work endless hours. She was the 

primary bread winner in her family, and over time, her relationship with her boys and husband became strained. 

And Danny, the Italian that he was, had a temper and tongue that let Margaret know exactly how he felt about 

it. 

Margaret defined herself by her accomplishments. Over the past forty-five years, she had won every 

major sales competition in her fields. She had traveled to seven countries, courtesy of the funeral home 

company she had worked for. She had won three cars, two of them Cadillac’s from Mary Kay. And she had 

won more awards with GES than any other agent in its history. And even now, at the age of seventy-two, with 

over a million dollars in the bank, she still felt inadequate if she wasn’t the number one agent on the sales board 

every day. 
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I gathered up my leads and headed toward the front office. I patted her on the back as walked by. “It’s 

okay honey, today’s our day. Big numbers, I can feel it.” 

“I guess you’re right,” she said. One thing about Margaret, she switched gears pretty fast. That was why 

we worked so well together. Even though Margaret was my mentor and had over a decade of experience on me, 

I still rode with her several times a week. 

As a branch leader, it was my responsibility to train new agents. And GES being the revolving door that 

it was, that supply never ran low. Training, along with checking applications, keeping the supply room stocked 

and running morning meetings, was just another responsibility that came with the exclusive title. The idea was 

that a seasoned agent, like me, would ride at least two days a week with a new agent in order to show them the 

ropes. The new agent would take notes, ask questions, and hopefully learn the art of the sale by watching the 

branch leader during several presentations. The branch leader was obligated to split a portion of their 

commission with the rookie agent, but was eligible for bonuses based on their production. Ultimately, as the 

new agents ventured out on their own, they would bring the branch leaders back to prospects they had found 

and split their sales. Sounds good in theory, right? 

The reality, however, was quite different. Most days spent training were nothing more than a bitch 

session from the new agents. I rarely got in a word during their rants about the lies Karl had fed them. Or if they 

weren’t complaining about GES in general, by the end of the day, I had learned every sordid detail about their 

first, second, and third, marriages, what a jerk their previous employer had been, how successful they had been 

in their prior ventures and exactly how much money they were going to make with this company. 

Most of the agents never actually closed a sale in the first few months. And in return for me teaching 

them and putting some pretty nice money in their pockets, if the agents made it past the three month mark and 

went out on their own, very few if any of them ever brought me back on a lead. By that time, they were so 

financially destitute that greed kicked in and they couldn’t afford to split a sale with anyone. 

Margaret, on the other hand, had brought me to as many of her clients as she could, sharing freely all of 

the commissions with me. I still hadn’t quite figured out why, but Margaret thought I was the brightest, most 

talented thing GES had seen in years. And of all the people in the office, she and I just worked well together. 

I handed Melina, our administrative assistant, my leads from the previous day. “Here you go honey,” I 

laid them on the corner of her desk. Melina, our Puerto Rican Princess, looked up from her bedazzled 

blackberry. I was never quite sure if I was going to catch her on a good day or not. As nice and accommodating 

as she could be, she could also shoot daggers with her eyes while performing the perfect oh no you didn’t head 

roll, all without taking her hands off of her cell phone. 

The office was filled with the usual chatter from the agent room. Margaret was on my training schedule 

for the day. Jan was working with Phil, who had recently been promoted to branch leader by default when 

Marty had worked here. How he retained the title with virtually no sales production was still a mystery to me. 
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But hey, what did I care if there was one more person to share in the workload. He walked past me, handed me 

the paper that Karl hadn’t spit on, and held his hand up showing a full five fingers as he mouthed the words 

“five dollars!”  

“Yeah,” I said as he headed out the door. “I’ll get you tomorrow.” I went back to my desk and checked 

my cell phone. Well, no call from the school yet. But it was only ten thirty. I looked at the board again, and then 

at the countdown clock above the board. The timer said fifteen days, twelve hours and counting. My eyes 

landed on the plastic hot dogs sitting on the desks, and the cans of baked beans scattered throughout the room. 

The fall Franks & Beans contest was on and if we didn’t get our office numbers up in fifteen days, we would be 

sitting in a room with seven hundred other agents, watching the top offices dine on steak and lobster as we are 

forced to eat hot dogs and beans. I looked again at the red zero’s trailing behind my name. Oh well, I thought. I 

like hot dogs. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

“Oh GYYYYYOD! Gimme a blankin’ break!” Margaret was already in a full out tongue battle with 

Trixie. We had affectionately named her GPS system a few months back when she upgraded to her new Infiniti. 

At least this one was from this century. Her old model, a 1992 Infiniti Q, was probably the hardest working car 

on the road. In her last six years with GES, Margaret had racked up over two hundred thousand miles of not so 

tender driving. I was a little nervous the first day I rode with her when I approached her car and saw that her 

license plate read B KRFUL. 

I threw my overstuffed leather bag on the floor in the back, and placed my cooler on the backseat. I 

glanced over and noticed that Margaret too had brought her cooler, a clear sign that we would not be stopping 

for lunch today.  

“Relax, relax,” I said, shooing her hand away from Trixie. “Gimme the leads, I’ll put them in.” I started 

punching the touchscreen and entered our first appointment for a gentleman named Harold Baldwin. His 

address listed him in the nicer section of Pine Lake Village, a collection of various styled manufactured homes, 

all arranged around what had at one time been a giant mud puddle. But after the property was purchased and 

cleared for development, the puddle had been upgraded, expanded and shocked to bring the color from a dark 

brown to a murky beige. To this day, not one pine tree is visible from anywhere in the park.  

“Looks pretty decent,” Margaret said as she blew into the driveway. It amazed me still at how she never 

hit anything as she crashed to a halt. The home was a double wide trailer with vinyl siding. The windows and 

doors looked in good shape, meaning they were all there and none were hanging off the frame. 

“It looks like nobody’s home,” I said as I opened my door. 

“It’s life insurance, defin’ly life insurance.” Margaret still had a hint of North Carolina accent and 

sometimes her words came out missing syllables. Definitely was always defin’ly.  

She turned and looked at me, head cocked to one side, eyes pleading. I knew what was coming. Every 

time we rode together, Margaret would get that please can I have it Mommy, pleeeeaaaase look in her eyes. 

“I’ll do the next one, I promise,” she swore. We always argued about who would do the presentation. 

Sometimes I started out and Margaret would be the closer. But more often than not, Margaret liked to do the 

warm up and let me come in for the kill. It was her little version of Good Cop Bad Cop. Somehow I always 

ended up being the bad cop. 

But today, she just wasn’t up for it. I just shook my head at her and got out of the car. The stairs to the 

trailer were made of fabricated wood, a pretty good sign I thought. It’s amazing how quickly you can sum up a 

person’s financial position. I had become an expert at gauging just how much money someone had by the type 

of landscaping, window awnings, driveway pattern and stairs on a manufactured home. Window boxes were a 
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crap shoot though. This house had several window boxes adorning it. But upon closer inspection, I realized the 

planters were filled with plastic flowers. 

“Definitely life insurance,” I said as I climbed the three steps. 

Knock, knock, knock, knock. Always four, occasionally five knocks. And never the doorbell. Margaret 

had taught me this long ago. “Friends knock,” she had said one hot afternoon as we stood in the blazing sun. 

“Friends always knock, salesmen ring the doorbell.” And she was right, it just felt friendlier. 

After a few more knocks we heard the subflooring of the home creak, apparently Mr. Harold Baldwin 

was no lightweight. I stood inches from the frosted transom window in the front door, but never saw him 

coming when the door swung wide open and hit me square in the forehead. I leaned backward grabbing the iron 

handrail on the stairs, my feet scuffing loosely on the step. Margaret pushed her tiny hands against my back to 

support me but it did no good. Down I fell, nearly landing on top of her, my briefcase pulling me to the ground 

like a concrete block. 

“Hello?! Hello?! Who’s there?” Mr. Baldwin was looking straight ahead and didn’t have a clue of what 

had just happened. 

“Son of a biscuit!” I murmured, picking myself up and dusting the debris off of the one good pair of 

black dress pants that still fit me. 

“Oh my Goodness, are you alright?” Margaret was reaching down to help me and was all but feeling me 

up as she patted the dirt off of my behind and legs. 

“I’m fine, I’m fine,” I said, shooting a look that said this DAMN well better be life insurance!  I regained 

my composure and got back on the stairs in front of Mr. Baldwin. I was looking him square in the eyes, but I 

could see Margaret trying to hide her laughter in the reflection of the thickest eyeglasses I had ever seen. 

“Mr. Baldwin, I’m Clementine Overton with Generation Estate Services, we had an appointment to 

review your insurance.” I started to take a step forward. 

“Who are you?” He asked, squinting hard to focus on me. 

“I’m Clementine, here for our appointment.” That was one major drawback to this business. Although 

most of the people I encountered were very friendly and normal, many of them had some memory problems. 

They would often forget that they had made an appointment. Or worse yet, realizing once I arrived that this was 

a sales pitch, would pretend they forgot they made the appointment. And with many of them having legitimate 

memory issues, it was hard to tell if they were bluffing or not. But after many months of feeling bad for them 

and assuming they genuinely didn’t remember, my compassion had all but dried up.  

 

 

“If you’re gonna drive all the way out there and stand in the hot sun, you darn well better make it worth 

your time!” Those were the wise words Margaret had preached on one of my very first days on the job. “Look 
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at it this way,” she had said. “Make a little game out of it. You never know what’s gonna be behind that door. It 

could be a small life insurance sale, or it could be a $20,000 commission. Time is money and mine is valuable, 

and so is yours kiddo. Pretend every door you knock on is a hundred dollars and see what happens.” 

And she was right. Shortly after that sermon I had my very first solo sale. I clearly remember standing 

on an upside down five gallon bucket, my first client’s version of a staircase, and banging loudly over the sound 

of the T.V. After a few minutes, I heard footsteps heading toward the back of the trailer. I had been on my own 

five times before and hadn’t sold a thing. But on this one particular occasion, feeling the claws of defeat 

threatening to steal away my last few drops of resolve, I heard Margaret’s voice echo in my sweaty head: 

“pretend each door is a hundred dollars… a hundred dollars… a hundred dollars.” And at that very moment, 

already five days behind on rent and quickly wearing through the only pair of heels that had heels left, a 

hundred dollars felt like a matter of life or death. 

I jumped off of the bucket, and quickly ran to the back door. I began knocking loudly, “hello, hello!” I 

called out. I paused in silence, listening for any sign of life. The sound of the television bellowed out of the 

kitchen window and I was on it.  

“Hello?” I screamed from below. No answer, but the faint sound of creaking footsteps headed back to 

the front of the trailer. 

Before they could escape I ran back and jumped on the bucket, sticking the landing quite nicely. I 

grabbed the railing with one hand and was about to knock hard when I saw it. The leather leash that dangled 

from the rusty railing was thicker than my ankle. My eyes followed it to the ground where it lay next to a dog 

bowl that was big enough to swim in and hadn’t been washed in years. And at the end were the frayed remains 

of a buckle that had been chewed off.  

Nearly paralyzed with fear, I began knocking loudly again, not sure if it would be safer inside or out. 

“Hello, hello?”  

When the door finally opened I was assaulted with the pungent aroma of a thousand wet dogs, and Mrs. 

Carol Pierce, a sweet old lady with an affection for stray animals and who had apparently lost her sense of 

smell. After getting over the initial shock to my system, I settled down on a broken chair with a stained cushion, 

all the while hearing Margaret in my head, and proceeded to make my very first Medicare sale, commission: 

one hundred and twenty-five dollars. I was in business! 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

Mr. Baldwin finally realized I was standing right in front of him and I had no intention of backing up. 

He slowly stood to the side and let me in. Margaret jumped in behind me, introduced herself to him and ushered 

him to the table. 

After the first few minutes of small talk, complimenting him on his home and how lovely his decoupage 

was, we got down to it. 

“So, we’re here to help you understand Medicare and go over a few things with you. We’re going to 

gather some information, and then see if there are any areas that we can help you with, okay?” I said. 

Mr. Harold Baldwin just sat there silently, politely, in his plaid shorts and polo shirt, circa 1966. Besides 

the magnifying glasses, Mr. Baldwin had an aluminum cane, a basket full of pill bottles and what appeared to be 

the hose to an oxygen tank trying to escape from underneath a pile of newspapers. 

“Okay,” he said. “But tell me again… why are you here?”  

“We’re here to go over your Medicare, honey,” Margaret chimed in. “We’re just gonna ask you a few 

questions, kay? So you have Medicare A and B, right…” and off she went. Margaret had already pulled her 

yellow legal pad out of her leather portfolio and was scribbling nonsensical things on it.  

My head was still spinning from the fall as I zoned out and let Margaret take over. With all the health 

issues this poor guy had, this wasn’t even going to be life insurance. My thoughts began to meander to Dylan 

and how his day was going. And then to Popper, my psychotic dog. I wondered if she had chewed her way out 

of her crate yet. As bad as I felt putting her in there all day while I was working, I really had no choice. After 

over a year on straight commission, I was just barely keeping my head above water. My tighter than spandex 

budget forced me to choose between medicating Dylan or medicating my anxiety ridden dog, and Dylan always 

won. So rather than replace my mini-blinds on a weekly basis, I invested in a crate and a few small toys, and 

Popper got her own private doggie daycare. 

“That’s no problem,” I heard Margaret say as she pulled out an annuity application. Our client was 

leaving the room as Margaret shifted the legal pad over to me. Below her original pen and ink artwork were 

notes. It seems that Mr. Harold Baldwin was actually Dr. Harold Baldwin of Mass General, a distinguished 

thoracic surgeon. Dr. Baldwin had retired fifteen years before and had moved to Florida to enjoy the fruits of 

his labor with his adoring wife Natalie, a retired pediatrician. Shortly after they moved here however, Natalie 

started forgetting things and eventually was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s. Having not been able to have any 

children of their own, the Baldwin’s had devoted their lives to their careers, and over time had amassed a small 

fortune. And with Natalie’s rapid onset of Alzheimer’s, they never had the opportunity to spend it.  

Dr. Baldwin sold their summer home in Massachusetts, moved out of the big home on the golf course on 

the other side of town, and decided to purchase a no nonsense two bedroom double wide to limit the confines of 
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his wandering bride. Over the years Dr. Baldwin, like so many caregivers, lost contact with the outside world 

and his whole identity revolved around his wife’s sickness. Not remembering to care for himself, his own health 

began to suffer. In addition to chronic bronchitis, Dr. Baldwin had neglected his eyesight and had developed 

severe macular degeneration. And even though Natalie had been gone for five years, Dr. Baldwin remained 

trapped in the world of loneliness and despair that the terrible illness had created. 

His net worth exceeded two million dollars, over half of it in annuities. He had a stock portfolio of well 

over five hundred thousand, and the rest of his money sat idly in a few small CD’s and a far too large for its 

own good money market account. 

My eyes scanned the page, still amazed at what I saw. You never knew… you just never knew what 

would be behind that door! I glanced up at Margaret, eyebrows raised. She looked right back at me. Her head 

was down and she stared up at me through the thickest fake eyelashes west of the orient. That was the sign. 

Elvis had officially left the building folks. And to keep you entertained until he returns… pleeeeeaaaase 

welcome Clementine Overton, the bad cop! 

Usually Margaret uttered the words… “and that is why I brought along my colleague. She’s an expert in 

this area. Clementine?” And she would throw the ball to me. That’s when I would come in. And I hated it. I was 

so uncomfortable with anybody building me up or using the word expert, specialist, or any other designation 

that implies that I knew what the hell I was doing. I mean really, if I was such an expert at finances, why was I 

so behind on my bills and driving a five year old Jeep that had a dashboard held together with a bungee chord? 

Why did I coupon clip and only grocery shop at the Winn Dixie where they had buy one get one offers? Why 

did my bank statement mock me month after month with more overdraft charges than deposits? 

I scooted up to the front of the chair and grabbed the legal pad with my left hand, reaching into my bag 

for my pen. I started reading the notes and jotted down the name, address and phone number of Dr. Harold 

Baldwin on the top of the next page. I ripped off Margaret’s notes, which would do me no good, and placed 

them under the legal pad just as Dr. Baldwin entered the room. He shuffled down the hall and over the rust 

colored shag carpet. His feet fell snugly in preformed footprints an inch deep into the carpet. He peered through 

his glasses to see his way as if he were walking through a wall of milk. In his hands was a stack of disheveled 

file folders.  

“Thank you, Dr. Baldwin,” I said as I helped him lay the policies out on the table. “Now, let me just ask 

a few more questions for clarification.” And I was in the zone. Something funny always happens when I start 

interviewing a client. The detective in me feels right at home prodding, digging and searching for answers to 

questions. I can read the body language of a client very well and usually know when to back off or hammer 

them hard. And once I have the facts all written down in front of me, once I have called the companies 

regarding their policies and know every detail of what they have, versus what they thought they had, I tune 

everything else out. 
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I argue with Margaret about this point often. When we are riding in the car, usually after we have just 

closed a sale, she starts in. “You are so blankin talented! I mean really, no really,” she shakes her head, her 

frosted tips bouncing an inch off the top of her head. “You really are. I’m not just saying that. You are so smart 

and are far superia to any other agent in this office.” My stomach always tightens at this point. And Margaret 

knows it. She knows I am beyond uncomfortable with her shrouding me with compliments, especially in front 

of other people. 

I can’t explain why either. I mean, let’s be honest. Most of us know what we’re good at and what we’re 

not. I am not good at cooking. I know this because my PH made it a point to tell me at every opportunity he 

could. I am not good with plants or pets. As a matter of fact, I clearly remember panicking when I found out I 

was pregnant with Dylan. A human being, a real human being, was going to come out of my body and I would 

have to be responsible to keep him alive for how many years? My mind was flooded with all the images and 

mental pictures of the many pets I had had over my brief twenty nine years. 

Buster, the kitty that Sheree and I had rescued from a hit and run and nursed back to health when I was 

just twelve. Eventually, I lost interest and my mother urged me to give her away. Sunshine and Patches, the two 

kitties I had as a little girl that decided they liked our neighbor’s home better than ours. Ziggy and Marley, the 

first two dogs that Tyler and I purchased. Well, actually, I purchased, against his wishes. But soon he fell in 

love with them. Actually, Tyler enjoyed and loved them more than I did. Until Ziggy ran away. And shortly 

after Dylan was born, Marley became too much to handle and was adopted by a friend. 

Then there was Otto, the boxer that I just had to have when Dylan was a baby. I had researched dogs 

and different rescue organizations, and settled on boxers because they had a reputation of being great with kids 

and very protective. But a few days after we brought him home, Otto became overly protective of Tyler and me, 

and began growling and showing teeth anytime Dylan would approach us. So back he went. And then came 

Lady, the black lab from the newspaper that Dylan loved dearly from the tender age of one until he was three. 

Eventually I found a reason to give her away too. Lady was part greyhound and she always chose to exhibit that 

part of her when I was late for something. I would be rushing out the door, Dylan in tow, and off she would go. 

We didn’t have a fenced in yard at the time, and I could not run after her and leave my two year old standing in 

the driveway alone. The first time Lady did run off I took chase. And by the time I got across the street and 

through the neighbors backyard, I remembered that I had a baby. I ran back to the carseat sitting on the garage 

floor before any of the neighbors could see what I had done and call child protective services. 

And so Lady was placed with a nice family with a fenced in yard.  And plants? Ha! I could kill a silk 

ficus laced with Miracle Gro in a greenhouse. So when I got the news about Dylan, I was genuinely concerned 

for his survival. My track record with living things hadn’t been good up to that point and I wasn’t sure if not 

having a fenced yard was a good enough excuse to give a kid away. 
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So I surely don’t need any help identifying my weaknesses. And although there are many things that I 

was clearly not cut out for, I am good with numbers. Math has always come easy to me. And when a client’s 

information is laid out in front of me it’s like a puzzle. My mind goes into this weird gotta solve it mode and I 

feel like a nutty professor scribbling solutions and equations on a blackboard, my back to the class. I almost 

don’t hear the people around me I get so into it.  

This is the part that Margaret brags about. She can sell honey to a bee, no doubt about it. But when it 

comes to working the numbers and finding solutions, that’s all me. “I hate selling,” I would often tell her after 

we would leave a home. “I really don’t like the selling part of it at all. Give me the numbers and the 

information, and I’ll come up with the best financial solution available. But pushing them to do it, not my cup 

of tea.”  

“But you aaaarrrreeee…” Margaret would insist. And on she went. Saved by the bell, Margaret searched 

for the ringing coming from her purse. She resisted technology at every opportunity, but did use a cell phone. 

She even had set up her voice mail, unlike many of the clients her age. “Hello, hello?” She barked into the 

phone. 

She listened for a minute. “Hold on,” she cupped the phone and looked at me. “Karl wants to know if we 

can do a seminar tomorrow. I’ll pay if you talk?” She knew I hated seminars. I had always said I preferred being 

a small fish in a big pond, not a big fish in a small pond. Being in the spotlight was not for me. But, I had given 

seminars in the past and had made a few decent sales from them. And with Christmas only two and half months 

away, I figured I better take advantage of it.  

I looked at Margaret, her face blank. She knew I would say yes. “Fine, I’ll do it.” I told her reluctantly. 

She told Karl and hung up. “Melina will have everything ready for us in the morning. It’s at the Red Lobster 

and there are twenty-two people scheduled.” Margaret reached in the back and grabbed a water bottle out of her 

cooler. 

“Who was supposed to do the seminar?” I asked. Karl didn’t offer seminars very often, as he liked to 

keep them all to himself. Knocking on doors was not something Karl liked to do. He much preferred getting up 

in front of a crowd and bullshitting the masses. And somehow, these poor people actually believed what he said 

and bought from him. So something must have happened for him to give up a seminar. 

“Karl was, but his doctor called and he has to go back for some testing.” She took a long sip from her 

water. “He’s not a well man you know.”  

I had to agree with her there. The last time Karl went into the hospital, I had to run the office. Phil 

helped a little, but he really didn’t have the knowledge to be able to run the meetings. So I held down the fort 

for three weeks. I was not experienced enough, and felt over my head. The agents all said I did a great job, and 

we actually had sales. But I still wasn’t ready for it. And, after all of it, Karl never once thanked me. He just 

strolled back in to the office like nothing had happened. And when corporate commented on our solid 
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production for the month, that clown took the credit. As much as I didn’t want to pray for Karl to be healthy, I 

knew that for my own sake, I should. I looked down at the James Avery cross ring on my finger, and said a 

silent prayer, for Karl and me. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

I was trying not to get too excited, but my head was spinning from the sale we had made with Dr. 

Baldwin. Two hundred thousand in one annuity, one hundred and fifty in another, and possibly another five 

hundred thousand in an income producing vehicle that we could protect from Medicaid spendown. My brain 

was calculating commissions and board numbers the whole ride back to the office. Margaret and I had planned 

to spend the rest of the day together. But after three and half hours sorting through Dr. Baldwin’s affairs, our 

brains were pretty frazzled and we needed a break. We were planning on celebrating our achievement with our 

favorite Dunkin Donuts treats when Dylan’s school called. Stomach aches were common excuses for Dylan to 

miss class, and the nurse had my number on speed dial. I decided to drop Margaret off at the office and go pick 

up my sick child. 

Eight thousand dollars commission for one annuity, sixty-five hundred for the other, and possibly as 

much as seventy-five hundred for the income vehicle. My take would be half, but still, it was the most I had 

ever made in one day. I thought of all the bills I could pay off. I thought of all the things I could buy for Dylan, 

like shoes that fit and clothes that weren’t hand me down’s from Sheree’s son. I thought of the money I could 

pay back to my mother, who had been generous enough to help me out when I first left Tyler. 

“I don’t think you should do it Clementine.” Was her tender offer of support. “So he gambles a little too 

much and has a temper. Real men should raise their voices. What do you want, a wimp for a husband?” I had 

sat in my car, already packed and holding the keys to my new condo. I had told Sheree and my sister that I was 

leaving Tyler several weeks before. It came as no surprise to either one of them. But I had waited until the last 

possible moment to let my mother know. 

“And shoving you isn’t really abuse. I mean your father shoved me plenty,” I could hear the wine glass 

clank against her teeth as she paused to take a swig. “That’s just Tyler’s way of showing you he’s a man. You 

want Dylan to grow up to be a real man don’t you?” I held my breath, not willing to let my mother hear me cry 

through the phone. I squeezed the saturated tissue tightly with one hand and seriously considered hanging up the 

phone with the other. But I couldn’t. As much as I detested my mother at times, I needed her.  

Swig, gulp. “Well, don’t you? I mean, really Clementine, I don’t know what you think you’re going to 

do. You haven’t worked in years and you don’t even have a place to live for God’s sake.” Visions of Beatrice 

Trinity Overton, her pencil thin body neatly tucked into her Talbot’s couture, drinking vintage cabernet from 

her everyday crystal in her parlor were filling my head. I could almost smell her Red Door perfume and feel the 

coolness of the mahogany floors and mother’s distaste for me. 

She went on. “I really don’t understand why you keep doing this to yourself.” Mother let out a long sigh, 

that I am sure came with an overly exaggerated eye roll. “You will be giving up so much you know. And Dylan, 
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my poor sweet Dylan, you do realize what this will do to him, don’t you?” That was when I really had to bite 

my tongue. 

Did I realize what this would do to my son? Really, like I hadn’t given that any thought? For years I had 

thought of nothing except what this would do to Dylan. Would he suffer from the split? Of course. Would his 

little child heart be broken beyond belief? Most certainly. Would he be angry with me? I would hope that even 

if he was, he would eventually forgive me.  

But one thing I was sure of, no matter how much my mother tried to convince me otherwise. And that 

was this, I knew, beyond any shadow of a doubt, that my son would not grow up to shove, push, belittle, 

degrade, abuse and use women. Not as long as I was alive. And I also knew that no amount of money was worth 

being treated that way. And unless I broke the cycle that had been passed down for the past six generations of 

women in my family, Dylan would find himself in a loveless marriage full of anger and animosity. 

My mother was obviously done waiting for an answer. “Well, I suppose the real reason you’re calling is 

for money, correct?” I could barely make a noise. But I knew mother well enough to know that if I wanted her 

to give me something, anything, even a goodnight hug or kiss as a child, I darn well better give her something 

first. As a child it was usually a compliment. Flattery is one of mother’s many addictions. 

“Well, I could use some just til I get on my feet… but” I trailed off. Even fifteen hundred miles away 

from her, I was so utterly intimidated that I couldn’t even bear to lift my eyes up when I answered. 

My mother took another sip of her wine. She purposefully remained sinisterly quiet on the other end of 

my phone. She knew how to be in control, and even when I was at my lowest and needed her the most, the thrill 

of having the power was more of a high than any motherly support or comfort she might have given, if she had 

any at all. 

My mother ended up wiring me $3,000, just enough to cover my first month’s rent and deposit, with a 

little left over to purchase some second hand furniture. I settled into my condo in usual single woman fashion 

and over the next two years, had created a comfortable, but sparse, home for Dylan and me. 
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CHAPTER 

 

I picked Dylan up and headed straight to the nearest Dunkin Donuts. Even without my GPS, a necessity 

it had taken me months to afford, I could sniff out the nearest Dunkin Donuts in the middle of a rose garden 

growing on a fresh compost pile. I pulled into the drive-thru and pressed the electronic window button, hoping 

that it wouldn’t get stuck again. 

“Medium hot coffee, eight creams, five Splendas!” Dylan recited from the back seat. I turned around 

and gave him that ‘shush, you’re supposed to be in trouble’ look. But he was right. After hearing me order the 

same indulgence for his entire life, he knew my favorite coffee better than he knew my cell phone number. 

Another shortcoming of my motherhood, I thought to myself. At nine, he really should know how to contact his 

own mother in case of an emergency. But due to my financial problems over the last few years, I had been 

forced to switch phone carriers several times and had received new cell phone numbers with each company. 

Rather than telling a police officer how to reach me if he was ever lost or in trouble, he would probably just 

direct them to the nearest Dunkin Donuts and tell them to be patient. Eventually, I would make an appearance. 

I got my coffee and headed home. After forcing Dylan to lie down quietly in his room, since he was so 

sick, I headed toward the crate. Popper played possum, appearing to be the cutest, calmest dog in the world 

through the metal wire of her cage. But as soon as I opened the door, her true personality came shining through. 

She began jumping twice her body height off of the floor. Even though she was only twelve pounds, she could 

get more distance than Kobe Bryant on a jump shot. 

“Okay, okay,” I tried to calm her and headed toward the back door to let her relieve herself. I let her 

outside of the screen porch and sat down on one of the two mesh chairs I had taken from my old life. The little 

glass table situated between and my two dollar stereo completed the ensemble that made up my outdoor décor. I 

had, in a weak moment, invested in a few potted plants, the remnants of which sat outside the screen 

overflowing with weeds. 

I pulled the other chair in front of me and propped my feet up, sat back and closed my eyes. The sky was 

a beautiful deep blue, and from my vantage point on the porch, I could just make out white puffy clouds floating 

high above the pine trees that rimmed the property line of the condominium development. I reached for my 

Marlborough Lights and lit one as I opened the plastic lid to my coffee. Heaven, I thought. A good cup of 

coffee, a cigarette, and a little peace and quiet. 

After a few minutes, I let my dog back inside and headed toward my bedroom to get out of my 

extremely uncomfortable work clothes. I began taking off the black pants that I had inherited from the only 

heterosexual female neighbor in my complex and hung them next to the other two pairs of slacks that I rotated 

weekly to comprise my pathetic work wardrobe. I glanced longingly at the stacks of trendier pants and cute 
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blouses that had been relegated to the corner of my closet. I would not, however, get rid of a single article of 

clothing that I had outgrown. I was determined to eventually fit back into my former size eight.  

I had never been thin. All growing up I had been thicker than the other girls, especially my sister. My 

mother was always sure to let me know that I was not as petite as Lily. Sturdy, that’s the word she used. 

“Clementine is much sturdier than Lillian,” she used to tell her friends, as if it was a personal insult to her that 

my thighs actually touched. It bothered me for years, and is one of the reasons I didn’t want to quit smoking 

again. Gaining weight was not an option. It’s not that I hadn’t tried to kick the habit. I did quit when I was 

pregnant with Dylan, and had tried a few times after with limited success. But the last time was what did me in. 

Although I had dieted and exercised sporadically throughout my adult life, I always ended up hovering 

around the same weight, a little more than I would like to be, but not overweight. But after I left Tyler, I went 

on the divorce diet, which is without a doubt the best diet I had ever been on. I don’t even remember 

consciously limiting my food intake. But my decision to choose Coors Light over anything that required 

chewing, and my lack of money, resulted in a crash diet that made even my size sixes hang off me. I was 

ecstatic!  

But just like everything that occurred in my life, that was short-lived too. After leaving my job at 

Freedom and embarking on my professional career as an insurance agent, I made several changes in my life. I 

committed to limiting my drinking to only out of a bottle, no more cans for me! And I would swear off junk 

food and cigarettes. Well, four months, twenty-five pounds and eight therapy sessions later, my son, my 

therapist and I all agreed that I should probably start smoking again. 

I stood in my closet in my underwear and bra, gazing longingly at my pajamas. But considering it was 

only 1:30 in the afternoon, I thought against it and grabbed a pair of jeans and a t-shirt. I turned and looked at 

my reflection in the mirror. I studied myself head to toe as I held my clothes. My hair, shoulder length L’Oreal 

6A Medium Brown, hung straight and framed my face, accentuating my full lips and blue eyes. My build, thick 

and sturdy, had recently developed more curves than the popular fitness company had locations. I turned 

sideways and was disappointed to see that although my breasts were still far more ample than I had ever 

wanted, they were dwarfed by the protruding muffin top I had apparently baked. 

“This is why I shouldn’t look in the mirror,” I said, exasperated. I walked away from my reflection and 

sat on the edge of my bed, slipping snugly into my well-worn jeans and tee shirt. I laid back on my bed and 

stared up at the ceiling. Popper jumped up next to me and began methodically licking the pillow that had never 

been slept on. Aside from her extreme separation anxiety, my dog was also unable to hold her licker. Every 

surface she encountered would ultimately end up damp from her voracious tongue-licking. One time, she had 

laid on Dylan’s lap and licked so much that he thought he had peed himself. Weird dog. 

My eyes drifted toward my dresser and rested on the cross that I had purchased shortly after I had 

moved to Harbor Creek. It was a bright blue ceramic piece that had a Mexican flair, with vibrant colors 
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speckled throughout. The glaze was shiny and it stood about eight inches tall. And it was flawed. The cross was 

sculpted with a slight curve to the left. It had the same appearance that a soft cookie has when it comes out of 

the oven. If you put it on the rack to cool, it will bend slightly. That’s what this cross did. And that is what drew 

me to it. I felt connected to the symbolism of it. I too, felt flawed. 

I had been raised a Catholic, but became very disillusioned with the church around the time of my 

wedding to Tyler. My parents were staunch Catholics and had connections in the local diocese. In fact, one of 

my father’s good friends was a bishop. But when Tyler and I had decided to marry at my parent’s estate, the 

church refused to marry us because we did not hold the ceremony inside the church building. Against my 

parents’ wishes, we chose an Episcopalian minister, and were married on the grounds of my family’s home. 

Tyler was not a practicing Catholic, and neither one of us made church a priority. Eventually, I realized that I 

had amassed enough guilt from my faith and my mother to last me the rest of my life. After we moved to 

Florida, I began looking for churches that were non-denominational and eventually found a church that felt 

right. Tyler refused to attend with me, but I took Dylan on and off for several years, making sure to attend on 

the important holidays. I was, as some of my church friends call them, a CEO: Christmas Easter Only Christian.  

Even without being a regular attender, I began to take refuge in my faith when things got difficult in my 

marriage. Tyler was very verbally abusive, and had a real problem with gambling and lying. As things began to 

spiral downward in my marriage, I began to lean more and more on God. I prayed and prayed, sometimes 

outwardly yelling and pleading to God for help. And when I made the decision to end my marriage, I put all of 

my trust in God that he would take care of me and Dylan. And that is when I bought the cross. It reminded me 

of my faith, imperfect but there nonetheless. 

Being a Christian, or a believer, was still new to me and was not something I was eager to discuss with 

very many people. I drank, smoked, cursed and couldn’t quote bible verses, so who was I to talk about the 

tenets of faith? I had made one close friend at my church. Geri had a son who was the same age as Dylan. The 

boys had met in the children’s program at the church, and eventually wanted to have a play date. Geri and I 

became friends very quickly. A little on guard at first, I was worried that my fledgling and flawed Christianity 

would be very apparent to this woman, who appeared to be much more Christian than me. But after we had met 

a few times, I realized that she was pretty darned normal. Gerri didn’t smoke or drink, but she had quite a wild 

past, four kids, a husband who drove her crazy, and she swore like a sailor. This fact alone made me even more 

confused on what being a good Christian meant. But it also made me take comfort in the fact that if she could 

be so confident that God loved and accepted her, than I had a shot too.
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CHAPTER 

“Hey Girl! Open up!” I heard Popper barking incessantly and jumped up off of my bed. I rushed to the 

front door, hurrying to quiet the annoying dog. “Hey Chickee! What the hell happened to you?”  

Sheree stood on the other side of my screen door, Dominic in one hand and a Bloomingdales bag in the 

other. I unlocked the door as I wiped the sleep out of my eyes. “Apparently, I fell asleep,” I told her as I gave 

her a big hug. Dylan was already grabbing Dominic and pulling him into his room. I had completely forgotten 

that Sheree was coming over to bring me more clothes for Dylan. 

“Girl, you look like shit!” She glided past me and headed straight into my tiny kitchen. Sheree’s guest 

bathroom was bigger than my whole condo, but she never made me feel like she was better than me. She 

opened up the fridge and grabbed her bottle of wine, which she kept here for ease of use. She pulled a wine 

glass off of the shelf and poured. After a long swig, she leaned her slim hips, beautifully fashioned in a designer 

skirt, against the countertop. “So, what’s happening?” 

Sheree and I had been best friends since high school. We had both come from wealthy families, had 

married hard working men and had boys the same age. And after two decades, although we only lived ten miles 

from each other, our worlds were light years apart. Sheree’s pedicure cost more than my furniture and she 

traveled extensively with her adoring husband Thad. After nearly 15 years of marriage, they were still madly in 

love, and filthy rich. Thad was a Florida native and a general contractor. He worked with his father in a tiny 

construction company, and after his father retired, Thad took it to a whole new level. He quickly became one of 

the largest developers in West Palm Beach and Sheree and Thad were the center of the most prestigious social 

circles. A few years back, Thad had decided to expand the business even more and opened a location further 

north, and settled his family into a $3.5 million mansion on the river in the sleepy little town of Barefoot Beach.   

“Well,” I said, as I started unpacking the hand me downs Sheree had brought for Dylan. “I had to pick 

Dylan up from school again today,” Sheree rolled her eyes as I informed her of the usual drill. “And I lost the 

spit bet on Karl again,” I went on, holding out until the last possible second to tell her my good news. “And… I 

had the biggest sale I’ve ever had today!”  

Sheree didn’t say a word, just went back to the fridge, reloaded her wine, grabbed me a bottle of beer 

and shoved it in my hand. “Cheers to you!” She raised her glass. We sat in the living room and I explained to 

her the amazing sale with Dr. Baldwin. After a few moments, Sheree declared it was an occasion to celebrate 

and insisted on treating me and Dylan to an early dinner. As much as I always felt awkward when she spoiled us 

with her good fortune, this time I didn’t hesitate.  

“So,” Sheree leaned over to me as the boys were playing in their seats across from us at the restaurant. 

“When’s your next oil change?” She raised an eyebrow in suspicious delight at the exact same time she raised 

her glass. I just looked at her, knowing exactly what she was getting at. 
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Sheree had been trying to set me up on a date since the day I left Tyler. She had never liked Tyler, and 

Thad had always thought he treated me like crap. Although they were very worried and concerned for me when 

I left, they were also very happy and made it their priority to see to it that Dylan and I were alright, both 

emotionally and financially. I had never taken a penny from them, but they constantly stopped by with pieces of 

furniture, dishes, and pictures, that they just happened to be getting rid of. Coincidentally, some of them still 

had price tags on them. I eventually persuaded them to stop, but was very grateful for their efforts. But I did still 

accept clothing that Dominic no longer wore. I had my pride, but I wasn’t a complete idiot. 

I looked at the boys as they began to dig into their dinner. The waitress brought each of them a tall glass 

of chocolate milk, and set a glass of water in front of me and a fresh glass of wine in front of Sheree. “I don’t 

know what you’re talking about.” I played dumb.  

“C’mon, haven’t you racked up enough miles to get serviced yet?” She realized what she had said and 

burst out laughing. “I mean, haven’t you racked up enough miles on your car, to get it serviced yet? I mean, 

you, no. I mean, I know YOU haven’t racked up enough miles yet…” She was laughing still, barely able to get 

the words out. 

I gave her a dirty look. “Ha, ha.” I squeezed the lemon into my water and took a sip. “I don’t need an oil 

change til next month. And yes, you can come with me if you want.” Even though Sheree was deeply in love 

with Tad, she loved the idea of living vicariously through me. Poor thing really needed to find more interesting 

friends. The closest I’d come to any real action was flirting with the hot mechanic at the auto shop where I 

serviced my car. 

Jason was tall, dark, muscular, and at least a decade younger than me. His black thick hair and chiseled 

jaw line made him stand out among the other men dressed in prison blue at the Tire Titan. I noticed him the first 

time I brought my car in there after the divorce. I had always relied on Tyler to take care of servicing the car, 

but now that I was on my own, I had to take care of all of those pesky details myself. And wouldn’t you know 

it, as soon as I moved out, everything that could go wrong with my car did. The window locked up two weeks 

after I moved out. And three months later, I had to replace the radiator, the air compressor and even got a nail in 

my tire. 

The first time I saw Jason he was standing behind the sales counter, helping another client in line. His 

bright blue eyes and seductive smile caught my attention immediately. I had just come out of the ladies room, 

and stood patiently, waiting for my turn. I was attracted to him right away, but didn’t want him to catch me 

staring. So I turned away, pretending to look out the window. I began turning around, and even walked toward 

the waiting room, to check on Dylan. He had gone into the bathroom after me, but was not out yet. I went back 

into the line and fiddled with my cell phone. I turned around again, my back to Jason. It was at that moment that 

Dylan returned. And before he could even say a word, he threw a hand over his mouth and pointed to my butt 

with the other. And he laughed, hard. 
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I just looked at him. What was he doing? What was he laughing at? I turned around to look behind me, 

wondering what on earth could be so funny. And that’s when I saw it. I caught my reflection in the metal strip 

hanging between the windows. My brown hair, pulled back into a pony tail, hung casually. I looked down at my 

green and black dress shirt, and then down even further, toward my black skirt. And there it was. Hanging out 

of my skirt, trailing all the way to the ground, was half a roll of toilet paper.  

It was at that very moment that I also saw Jason staring right at me. If I could have crawled under the 

pile of tires stacked in the corner of the shop, I would have. But instead, I quickly grabbed the toilet paper and 

ripped it out of my skirt. I grabbed Dylan with the other hand, and made the fastest exit I could. The oil change 

could wait. 

I eventually went back, got my car serviced, and was even brave enough to make small talk with Jason. 

The gentleman that he was, he never once mentioned the toilet paper incident. Our conversations were never 

anything more than car talk, and a little casual banter. When Dylan was with me, Jason would always strike up 

a conversation with him. Dylan loved to fix things and take things apart, and the idea of working on a car was 

something that thrilled him. Jason even allowed him to stand just outside the shop and watch him do the oil 

change one time. Dylan was ecstatic. 

Sheree and I finished our dinner and said our goodbyes. I needed a good night’s rest if I was giving a 

seminar in the morning. I packed Dylan up and we headed home. After tucking him in, three separate times, he 

drifted off to sleep. I locked the house up and shut the lights off as I headed into my room. I changed into my 

pajamas and slipped under my covers. I grabbed the remote and glanced to the other side of my bed. Even 

though I had been single for nearly two years, I still slept on only one side of the bed. Sometimes Dylan would 

want to sleep with me, or we would lie together and watch movies in my bed. But no man had been in my life 

since the divorce. I looked at the other pillow, the one that remained full and fluffy. I put my hand across it and 

felt its coolness. As I pulled the covers up, I thought about Jason. He had to be a full ten years younger than me. 

He was cute, there was no doubt about that. And he was very friendly. But really, I thought. He was a twenty-

something mechanic who probably had a string of women chasing after him. I was a slightly overweight, nearly 

forty, divorced mother with a nine year old son and a psychotic dog. It would never happen.  

I put the remote back down, deciding not to fall asleep to the television tonight. Instead, I closed my 

eyes and prayed, something that I tried to do more and more often. “Dear God, thank you so much for this day 

that you have given me. Thank you for Margaret and the sale that we had. Thank you for letting me help Dr. 

Baldwin. And thank you for Sheree, for her friendship and her kindness. Thank you God for Dylan, and even 

for Popper.” I looked over at the dog, who had taken her usual spot at the foot of the bed. “And God, please 

bless the seminar that I am giving tomorrow.” I paused and thought about Jason. “And please bless that hot 

mechanic.” I rolled over and closed my eyes. “And let him be at least thirty. I’m too young to be a cougar. 

Amen.” 


